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The Magic Box

hile recently participating in the MARA NE HF
radio net, hosted by our own Charles Bruington,
WB4FLM, I mentioned listening as a young boy
to “far distant” stations on my very own crystal radio set.
The mere mention of this phenomenon set off a 10 to 15
minute discussion on the net of similar experiences by fellow amateur operators in their youth.
Up to that time I
was trying to decide
what I might write
about in this newsletter. Sometimes,
you’ve just got to go
with the flow.
My first radio
receiver was a real
“humdinger.” I still
remember hours of
special fun it provided to this Indiana
farm boy. The electronics were housed
in a magic yellow plastic cabinet. The crystal detector did
not come with a stand, so I had to be very careful not to
bump the set once I got the crystal positioned and working. The radio required only a steady hand, a headset, and
a long-wire antenna. I was allowed to string my antenna
from the garage across the big barn yard to high on the
barn. This gave me an antenna orientation best suited for
stations located north and south of our farm.
I did not know about such things in those days, but I was

Jay Gould and Bob Sievers, the hosts of The Little Red Barn, on
WOWO Radio in Fort Wayne Indiana. Click here for an audio clip.
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listening to 50,000 Watt stations. In the day-time, when
our farming schedule permitted, I quickly found WOWO
coming out of Fort Wayne, Indiana and WLW broadcasting out of Cincinnati, Ohio. Assuming I could stand the
cold in the unheated garage, at night, I listened to WWL
broadcasting something called Dixieland music coming live
from New Orleans. Until that time, I had never been to
New Orleans or heard of Dixieland music. My favorite station was WOWO with “The Little Red Barn,” hosted by Jay
Gould and Bob Sievers. Its programming consisted of farm
and market news, lots of country music, and their very own
brand of Hoosier humor.
Yes, this was in the days
before television, so we
often all gathered around
a radio in the house to
listen to The Great Gildersleeve, The Shadow, and
other great programs while
playing board games and
talking after a day’s work.
However, to have my very
own radio … the crystal set
in the garage … and be able
to get it to work was something very magical.
After Grandma passed
away, I went over to stay with Grandpa on his farm and
help him fight the sadness we all knew he was experiencing. Grandpa bought me a wind-up toy tank with rubber
treads that I ran over barriers of books and magazines I
positioned on the floor.
Oh sure, the tank was fun, but nothing compared to listening to his big transatlantic, Zenith Stratosphere receiver.
Considering my experience with the crystal set, I was now
an “experienced” radio operator who sat cross-legged
on the floor carefully tuning that big cabinet model radio
receiver.
Grandpa and I listened by the hour at night to stations
coming out of countries I didn’t even know existed before
that time. Somehow, Grandpa could tell me the source
of the broadcast
just by listening to
Grandpa and I listened
a spoken language
by the hour at night to
that neither of us
stations coming out of
understood. During
the day we often
countries I didn’t even
would walk the half
know existed before
mile north to the
that time.
cross-road, then
back past the house
and a half mile south to the other cross-road. This was of
course only started after checking our start time on his retirement pocket watch to measure our time. I still treasure
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that pocket watch on display in our home. As for the old
crystal set, recently seen priced on e-Bay at $60, it is now
in a personal “treasure box” and replaced with my amateur
radio rigs in a place of honor.

Grandma Mara’s

T

RAMBLINGS

he toe and foot are healing nicely, thank you for
asking. I won’t be able to wear a lot of my old
dancing shoes. The doctor had me bring them in
with me on a checkup and it near broke my heart when
she told me to get rid of most of them. Her idea of a
proper shoe for someone of my age and with my history
of foot problems was something an Irish clog dancer
would wear minus
the steel plates on
Something sensible,
the sole. Something
she said. Something
sensible, she said.
that allows your feet
Something that allows your feet room room to breath, she
to breath, she said.
said.
When she wasn’t
looking, I checked
to see what she was wearing. Something around a
three inch heel by my estimate. With pointy toes too! So
much for sensibility.
Walter says to do what the doctor tells me to do.
No sympathy there. When I grumbled at bit, he asked
me why I had gone through all of the pain and trouble
of the operation if I didn’t want to be better. I had no
answer for that. Not that it stopped me from a mutter
or two.
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The amateur radio station at N3TS.

I was so looking forward to New Year’s Eve.
I had hoped my foot
would be totally healed,
but in hindsight, that
was overly optimistic.
Most of the evening will
likely be spent sitting
down.
Wendy, on the other
hand, will be doing the
dancing for me. The
Stake has organized a
youth dance for that
night and one of the
young men in the ward has invited her to go. She is very
excited about it all. They’ve been in some of the same
high school classes since he and his family moved in
from out of state in the late spring. He had just gotten
his Tech license before coming here, and she has been
helping him study for his General in their spare time
since the end of summer. Wendy’s mom says they make
such a cute couple, talking about radio whenever they
get together. Oh, to be young again.

by VE1VQ

STUFF

L

ast month’s column covered the case layout
for my New England QRP Club’s NESCAF audio
filter. I described the method I used to mark the
position of the connectors, potentiometers and bypass
and power switch. Everything was ready to do the final
put-it-all-in-the-case assembly. What I was missing was
the threaded standoffs. I ordered a kit on EBay; well,
actually I ordered two kits - one black and one white,
both made of nylon,
from two different
Chinese suppliers. Both
were under $8 with
free shipping. I could
have sprung for more
expensive delivery but
according to the site, it
wouldn’t make much
difference. The free
way was three weeks
and the expensive
option was only a couple of days faster. I’m not sure
how they sell these things so cheaply, and with shipping
included. I have to wonder if they are subsidized by their
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government.
As well as the above nylon hardware, I ordered a
couple of already built LM386 audio amplifiers and a
frequency counter, both from China, all from different suppliers. The amps cost around $10 each and the
frequency counter around $15. Both with free shipping.
Neither one has a case, so that will be another couple of
projects.

ARDUINO MICRO CONTROLLER
I’ve been playing with the SPARKFUN REDBOARD version of the ARDUINO UNO for a work related project.
Kind of interesting, learning a new programming language. ARDUINO C is a subset of C++, and as such, has
similar idiosyncrasies. Like any of these micro controller
languages, if you don’t use it you definitely will lose it.

BATTERIES AND THE TIME CHANGE
Recently, my K1EL keyer stopped working. I have it
and my Bencher BY-1 paddle on the small table in the
den that I use for my laptop. I take the odd moment to
practice “sending” code. The other day, when I tapped
the paddle, I didn’t hear the usual sounds - in fact,
there were no sounds at all! Removing the case cover
and opening the battery compartment revealed three
leaking DURACEL AAA cells. After I manually scraped
the leakage residue from the battery holder, I used an
old toothbrush and
You know how the fire
some toothpaste
to further clean the departments talk about
corrosion from the
replacing the batteries
springs and termiin your home smoke
nals. It turned out
pretty good in the
alarms when you
end. New batteries change your clocks in
are installed and
the spring or fall of the
things are singing
year?
again.
You know how the
fire departments talk about replacing the batteries in
your home smoke alarms when you change your clocks
in the spring or in the fall of the year? Perhaps you
should add your ham gear batteries to that same list!
I was fortunate that any leakage was contained in the
battery holder, and none leaked out to the circuit board.
Cleaning or even replacing the separate battery compartment is a simple task. Certainly easier than replacing the entire keyer.

PHISHING FOR PHUN AND PRHOFIT
Recently, after the last iPhone operating system upgrade, my xyl was being bombarded with messages on
her iPhone about enrolling the device on the “cloud”.
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During this time, she opened an e-mail in her laptop’s
web browser that indicated her APPLE ID account was
now frozen, and that she needed to click on a link to
unlock the account again. Luckily, something happened
(it’s an ancient DELL laptop) and whoever or whatever
was watching out for her interests at the moment would
not let her complete the information transfer. Just in
case, I logged into her APPLE ID account and changed
her password.
Now, I know that you would never fall for something
like this, but here’s a copy of a portion of the e-mail I
sent out to my kids and grand kids...
Never respond to a request sent by e-mail, no matter how real it looks. No legitimate organization
you deal with will ever ask you to confirm your user
information on-line or over the telephone. This goes
for your bank account, credit card, social insurance
number, or anything requiring personal account
information .
One of the ways you can generally tell if the on-line
request is fake is to hover your mouse arrow over the
link it wants you to click. The actual link will show
up in a little window (most likely near the bottom of
your screen). Usually, it is something totally different
from the link text you are supposed to click. Even if it
looks real, don’t click on it.
If you think you may have given password information you shouldn’t have, close your web browser (Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, or Firefox). Restart
your web browser again and go to whatever site you
may have divulged the information for, and change
your password. Right away!

If you really want to find out if the request e-mail is for
real, make a phone call your to the financial institution
or whatever group it says it comes from (get the number
from the phone book or a major on-line directory, not
from the e-mail). Ask them. If they say yes, it is legitimate - close your account as fast as you can and move
your business to another place.
Another strange approach is the phone call from
someone claiming to be from Microsoft, calling to say
your computer is infected with a virus or is sending error
messages to MSoft. They offer to log into your PC and fix
the problem. That happened to a friend. She told them
there must be some mistake. When the person on the
calling end assured her there was no mistake, my friend
said there must be as she had no computer.
What happens here is the person logs into your
computer, steals your personal, financial or credit card
information, or downloads malicious software which
blocks files, or freezes your computer, and then demands a ransom to remove it. Never allow anyone to
gain remote access your PC unless you are dealing with
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a reputable computer support company and you initiated the call in the first place.
With an estimated 1.25 billion (that’s 1,250,000,000!)
computers worldwide running Windows, most any
phone call to a random number will land you someone
with a PC running some version of Bill Gates’s baby. If
you phone enough numbers, someone will fall for the
sales pitch and grant the caller access to their computer.
Do you really think Microsoft has the time and the
people to call 1.25 billion Windows users and offer to fix
computer problems for free? You do! Have I got some
choice swamp land for sale!!

TIPS for PUBLIC
SERVICE
COMMUNICATORS

T

he following is a great set of tips reprinted in the
ARRL ARES December 2014 newletter and taken
from the St. Louis (Missouri) Metro ARES/RACES
Group.
• Things to avoid saying on the air, Number 1
“Okay, I’ll do it. But it’s not actually my job. The guy
who’s supposed to do that is always away from the table
doing something else.” The other operator doesn’t want
to hear any of that and it ties up the frequency. Make a
note of your complaints in your log and bring them up
at the debriefing, but keep them off the air. -- Gary Ross
Hoffman, KB0H
• The value of tactical call signs
Tactical call signs such as “Shelter 5”, “Net Control”, and
“EOC” are descriptive and give immediate information.
They can be very useful during planned events and
during emergencies. Do not, however, forget to include
your FCC call sign at ten minutes intervals and at the
end of each contact.
• Never alter a message
Do not alter a message, even to correct a typographical
error. What you think is right may actually be wrong.
Moreover, any change you make might subtly alter the
meaning of the message. Send or write it exactly as you
receive it.
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• Do not use VOX
VOX stands for voice activated transmitter. VOX devices
are handy gadgets, but should not be used in an emergency setting. Ambient noise might activate the transmitter and tie up the frequency. Also, you do not want
your casual comments to go out over the air.
• You are your own safety officer
When setting up or operating a station of any size, the
very first thing on your mind should be, is it safe? Am
I going to irradiate anyone with RF energy? Could my
battery spill acid? Can it fall on anyone’s foot? Have I
created an electrical hazard? Could anyone trip over my
feedline or get poked in the eye by my antenna? The
safety of your station is your responsibility. Make sure
that it cannot harm you or anyone else. -- KB0H
• Every piece of equipment can break, including you
We all have limits. Don’t overtax yourself during a
deployment. Watch for signs of fatigue, stress, adverse
reactions to the environment and so forth. Stop and
take a break if you need one. It is better to have a silent
radio than a fresh casualty. -- KB0H
• Listen to the Net Controller’s instructions
One of the most common mistakes on regular nets is
that operators assume that they know what the Net
Controller is going to say. They miss the Net Controller’s
instructions and wind up giving inappropriate responses. This can be calamitous in an emergency situation.
One way to develop the habit of paying attention is to
write down the key elements of what the Net Controller is saying. You might be surprised to find that it’s not
always the same thing. -- KB0H
• Keep it brief
Air time is precious, especially when there are numerous operators on the same frequency. Refrain from
over-explaining things, engaging in personal greetings
and chats, and anything else that might prevent important traffic from getting through. -- KB0H
• Are you following procedures?
Operating procedures are developed from many hours
of examining what went wrong during disasters. Familiarize yourself with the procedures and practice them
in exercises. Arriving at a disaster scene and trying to
freestyle it will only cause problems. -- KB0H
• Check the transceiver for overheating
Digital modes are great for sending forms, long lists, imJANUARY 2015 - PAGE 5

ages and so forth. They also use a lot more duty cycles
of your transceiver than ordinary voice communications.
Check to make sure that your rig is not overheating.
Reduce the transmit power level if your unit feels hot.
-- KB0H
• Have fuses handy
Much of your equipment has one or more fuses. Check
each item, make a list of the fuses you might need, then
put together a small fuse kit. Be sure to replace any
fuses you wind up using. -- KB0H
• Yes, you are ready to participate
Caution is good, but don’t let it prevent you from participating and volunteering. Everyone makes mistakes on
their first try, or first dozen tries, and everyone survives
them. You will find that most other hams will be sympathetic and supportive of your efforts. -- KB0H
• Don’t avoid the exercises
It’s a mistake to ignore an exercise because you are
already familiar with what it is about. There are always
surprises, new elements, and things that you’ve forgotten. Your presence will also help those participants who
are less familiar with the exercise’s concepts. -- KB0H
• Keep learning
Everything is dynamic, including emergency communications. Procedures and techniques that were standard
ten years ago are out of date today. Never sit back and
feel that you’ve learned everything you’ll need to know.
-- KB0H
• You brought your radio to the emergency, but will
you be able to power it?

• Mark your equipment
Be sure that every piece of your equipment is marked
with at least your name and call sign. After the emergency, you’ll want any property you left behind to find
its way back to you.
• It’s going to be noisy, so have a set of headphones
It’s always a good idea to have a set of headphones
around, but it may be an absolute necessity in an emergency. You may be placed in an area where other operators are working on different bands, you may be out in
the open, or you may even be in the middle of a noisy
shelter. A headset should be a vital part your equipment. You can’t communicate if you can’t hear.
• Outdoors isn’t indoors
Even in an urban or suburban setting, working outdoors
isn’t like working indoors. You may have taken your
equipment into consideration, but don’t forget yourself.
Think about your allergies, the sun, heat, cold, bugs and
everything else that might affect you. Treat your outside
deployment or exercise as if it were a camping trip and
prepare for it accordingly. -- KB0H
• Think about next time
During every deployment or exercise, think about the
next time. You will always find that something is missing, broken, doesn’t work as expected, wasn’t planned
for and so forth. Keep a mental record, or better still a
written one of everything that is wrong. Be sure to look
it over carefully after the event so you will be better
prepared next time. -- KB0H
• Eat

Antenna connectors are fairly generic, but what about
power connections? ARES groups around the country
use Anderson Powerpoles as the standard power connector on their equipment.

Do not skip meals just because things are busy. You may
not think that you need to eat anything, but volunteers have suddenly fainted without feeling any early
symptoms that something was wrong. At the very least,
consume an energy bar or a quick snack. --KB0H

• Push THEN Talk

• Is no one responding on the secondary frequency?

Pause for a second after keying up your transmitter. It
may be slower to react than you realize. -- John Weis,
N0UFB

If you have a transceiver capable of handling two frequencies simultaneously and no one is responding on
that second channel, the problem may be as simple as
the volume has been turned down. -- KB0H

• Maintain a fire extinguisher near your battery charging station
This applies primarily to larger batteries, but every battery is a chemical device and you will be pumping
energy into it. Having a fire extinguisher handy is a reasonable precaution. -- Jim Conley, N0OBG
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See the complete list of excellent tips on the St. Louis
Metro ARES/RACES website.
All of the hints on the web page are common sense. So
common, that you don’t necessarily think about them
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until you see them written down. Then you kind of nod
your head and say to yourself, “I knew that”.

QUOTE OF THE MONTH

the fun - once for the browsing (on-line or in the store)
and figuring out just what I want, the second of actually
bringing it home.
It’s like a birthday or Christmas twice! Only you never
have to visit the returns counter.
Until next month,

VE1VQ

“Be who you are and say what you feel
because those who mind don’t matter
and those that matter don’t mind.”
			

Dr. Seuss

DI-DAH-DI-DAH

I

D
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T

’m not a easy person to buy gifts for. Perhaps that’s
true for a lot of seniors. We’ve gotten settled in our
chosen hobbies, and have moved beyond the basics.
My hobbies of ham radio, photography, shooting, and
computers/electronics tend not be on the low side of
people’s gift giving budgets. There is however, one saving grace for my family, and that is gift cards.
I have to back up a little here. I like books. I really like
books! I’m not talking about fiction (crime, thriller, and
science type); for those, I have a library membership
and prefer to download them to read on
My daughters think
my tablet. That way,
my liking tools is the
there’s never a late
fee. I’m talking about only thing that keeps
books that teach you me from being a total
to do something, to
build or create some- one hundred percent
nerd.
thing. I have books
about creating graphics and making web and printed pages, and books about
language and grammar. I have books about reloading
and gunsmithing. I have books about electronics and
amateur radio.
I also like tools. Every bit as much as I like books. My
daughters think my liking tools is the only thing that
keeps me from being a total one hundred percent nerd.
What my family does is to buy me gift cards to Chapters-Indigo, Home Depot, Lee Valley, Princess Auto,
or some place of a similar nature. Then, I have twice
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Remember - we’re

always looking for

Articles
for the Newsletter.

How about somethi
ng
simple you made or
modified to make yo
ur
station work better
?
Sort of like Hints &
Kinks in QST Magazine.
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